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Central Board delegate Randy Foster charges the Board
with irresponsibility in the manner it ratified the ASUPS budget. See
page fourteen. For a complete budget listing, see page eight.
The Tacoma City Council recently held that University
campus development plans must be submitted to the Council before
much-needed property use permits will be granted. See page
thirteen.
Three black GI's, charged with assault and inciting a riot,
were recently sentenced to prison at hard labor with bad conduct
discharges. See letters to the editor on page three.
A group of students have established a prison action
program in conjunction with the Urban Studies department. See
page twelve.
The Community Involvement and Action Committee will
soon open a day care center for children of UPS students. See page
fourteen.
The UPS International Club recently agreed to sponsor a
foster child from Vietnam. See page thirteen.
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Head Football coach Bob Ryan cites quarterback
"problems" and TRAIL sports writer Dave Whitord sees no real
reason for a bad season. See page six.

WCAC CANNED
by Alan Smith
The University Athletic
Committee voted Wednesday to
reaffirm the NCAA independent
status of the UPS athletic
program. That motion, proposed
by Athletic Director Douglas
McArthur, terminated much of
the recent contingency planning
and discussion concerning the
proposed UPS affiliation with the
West Coast Athletic Conference
(WCAC).
McArthur, who has backed the
WCAC proposal vigorously,
moved that the "Athletic
Committee at this time not take a
recommendation to the
University Council, and reaffirm
the athletic program . . . as an
NCAA independent."
The motion, seconded by
ASUPS Second Vice President
Wes Jordan, passed almost
unanimously. Tom Somerville, an
assistant professor of speech and
the lone dissenter, indicated that
the Athletic Committee "should
hold out for a while. I'm afraid
nothing's going to be done for
another two years," he said. "I
think people are going to stop
thinking about it [the problems
of the Athletic Program]."
"We've studied this thing
pretty carefully in view of . . . the
potential problems it creates,"
McArthur said. "The Athletic
Committee's methods of
suggesting . . . the joining of the
WCAC . . . are above reproach.
The Committee cannot be
criticized for not going through
the proper channels," he said.
Dr. Darrell Medcalf, chairman
of the Athletic Committee, stated
that the intent of the committee
members is to "reaffirm our
status as an NCAA independent
at the present time . . . Our only
position," he said, "is to operate
the program within these
guidelines."
Medcalf predicted that WCAC
affiliation discussions would

probably be ended by the
Athletic Committee's action on
Wednesday. The controversy that
has raged over WCAC affiliation
has been primarily centered
around the advantages of WCAC
membership as opposed to the
Evergreen and Pacific Northwest
Conferences, or an independent
status.
There was some concern, for
example, that membership in the
basketball-oriented West Coast
Athletic Conference might force
a de-emphasis in other UPS
sports, particularly football.
There were others who were
fearful of increased traveling
costs due to the widespread
geographical area that the WCAC
encompasses. It was also charged
that the WCAC member schools
are "incompatible with UPS
based on philosophical
considerations and goal
conflicts."
Football Coach Bob Ryan told
a TRAIL reporter last week that
he doubted if the WCAC "will
ever materialize as a football
playing conference . . . There will
be no interleague play in sports
other than basketball," he
charged.
Douglas McArthur stated
earlier that "all of the arguments
against the West Coast Athletic
Conference have been carefully
considered and logically
answered." He said WCAC
membership would cause "no
increased cost to the University,"
and said there "hasn't been even a
hint of 'escalation' " of the
athletic program. He predicted
that there would most likely be a
positive effect on the status of
UPS football if UPS joined the
WCAC because of a "desire for
football on a league basis within
the conference."
He pointed out at the
Wednesday meeting, however,
that in the interest of unity
within the Department, it is best
to table the WCAC.

Sorority photography contracts poorly worded
Poor contract wording
recently convinced several UPS
sororities that an agreement to
grant exclusive photography
rights to a Seattle businessman
might have been an unwise move.
The photography contract
stipulated that the living groups
would agree to hire only
photographers sub-contracted by
John Remsbecker, a Seattle
businessman, for one year.
The sorority women, a

spokesman said, were "not
pleased with the wording of the
contract." The contract provided
for fixed photograph rates, but
failed to set the price rate.
Mary Curran, Dean of Women,
warned living groups about
signing the contract without
checking into some of the
contract clauses. She also
reported that she had been unable
to find a registered address or
phone number for the

Seattle-based business.
John Collins, a UPS
photographer who turned down a
Remsbecker sub-contract, said,
"The girls were skeptical whether
to sign or not. They took it to
some lawyers who told them not
to sign under any circumstances."
Collins said, however, that
local lawyers had stated that the
contract probably wouldn't stand
• court test anyway. "It's mostly
• psychological hold so the girls

wouldn't go elsewhere. It really
doesn't have a legal hold," Collins
said.
Remsbecker, a 23-year-old
businessman, hires student
photographers as sub-contractors
to photograph contracted living
groups. There is no obligation to
purchase anything, according to
the contract.
Collins said that Remsbecker
is "offering the best deal
around." ''I 's a legit irmito

business," he said, "but the
contract wording is poor."
Remsbecker told sorority
leaders that be would accept a
new contract it t hesorori t v
groups were willing to draft one.
A sorority spokesman indicated
that some of the living groups
would break the contract but
would hire Remsbecker
photographers on an individual
appoint ment -to-appointment
basis.
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persistent theme
of WCAC debate
A persistent theme in the deliberations on
joining the West Coast Athletic Conference has
been the "public relations value" of such an
affiliation. There is so much talk of public
relations in connection with our sports
programs that one wonders whether we really
have an athletic program or a PR program.
Ed Bowman, director of admissions,
repeatedly asserts that the fame of our athletic
teams draws people to his admissions
conferences.
Dr. R. Franklin Thompson, president,
claims that our sports programs and our music
programs are "showpieces" of the university.
Dr. Richard Dale Smith, assistant to the
president, talks of the regional television
appearances that would have spread the name
of UPS if we had joined the WCAC.
(And only at UPS is the athletic program
under the same vice president who handles
public relations, rather than under the dean of
the university who handles "instruction," or
under the dean of students who handles
student services.)
What did we have to gain from joining the
WCAC? Not a conference that would have
provided competition for UPS sports teams.
For the moment there would have been no
league play in anything other than basketball.
We would have gained "prestige."
We would also have gained a financial plus
because conference affiliation, no matter what
conference, will ease scheduling problems and
make more remunerative the two revenue
producing sports.
Prestige is a public relations concept, and
if we were to join the WCAC we would be
making a commitment to being a "prestige"
basketball school.
If the public identifies UPS as a sports
power and we expect to profit by it, we are
stuck with maintaining our position as a
"sports power" come hell or high water.
We are pretty heavily committed to
supporting the athletic program as it is.
According to the budget last year out of
student fees $45 per student goes to the
athletic budget, and out of money earmarked
for scholarships $127,000 goes to athletes.
The public relations returns of athletics
seem to date to have justified a proportionally
greater investment than the educational returns
of the program would warrant.
With the decision of the athletic board not
to pursue affiliation with the WCAC, ONE
attempt to increase the level of competition,
and our commitment to a high-powered
"prestige" athletic program has died. But the
fundamental problem is still there: whether the
athletic program will be based primarily on
public relations considerations.
Howard Parker

TWO

It has been rumored that the University of Puget
Sound, both as an institution and the students, does
not participate a whole lot in the needs of the people of
Tacoma. Such needs as not enough food, a quality
day-care center to free a parent to work, someone to
call when the thought of suicide occurs, and many
others exist. Basic to the relief of these are people who
care enough about the agonies of others to spend a little
time to help. There are over eighty agencies in Tacoma,
each ostensibly set up to help people in the different
ways necessary, and most of them rely on volunteers to
be effective.
CIAC, Community Involvement and Action
Center, is a part of the Urban Studies program. They
feel that it is vital for the campus and the community
that students become involved in alleviating the
problems of the urban poor. A list of the different
agencies in need of volunteers, a brief job description of
each one, and who to contact, has been drawn up.
CIAC will have a table in the SUB the first week of
November with these lists and more information. If in
looking over the list you see a problem that you would
like to have helped isn't being paid attention to and you
wish to design you own project, CIAC will be more
than happy to help you organize and get started. There
are open meetings every second and fourth Monday of
the month at 4:00 in Jones 304 if you want to become
involved with CIAC, or start your own program, or just
want more information
It's your education, but can you really believe
that you're educated if you're not even aware of the
real-life needs of the people within ten miles of this
campus?
Betsy Burness

Your silence is killing me. You have demanded
your rights for making your education relevant. You
have the chance to take part in programs on and off
campus on Wednesday because of the change in class
scheduling to provide relevance in students education.
Students where are you???? Last Wednesday there was
a prison reform teach-in, where were you? In some
cases the only difference between the person at McNiel
and the person on this campus is you didn't get caught
or your number hasn't yet come up for the draft. Are
you to still ignore people who have actively protested
against the draft system by serving time ????
Remember you may be next. Good Luck
Kris Peterson

We are a group of freshmen who are just a little
disenchanted with college life right now as I'm sure
most freshmen are or were at sometime along the line.
Existence was getting a little monotonousso we decided,
as loyal "Loggers", to attend a concert that our ASB
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had set up with the Guess Who. We were, to say the
least, a little disenchanted with the "stars" but out of
lack of things to do we went anyway. We got there, sat
restlessly through the first band and left ten minutes
after the Guess Who started in utter disgust at what we
were wasting our time on. Well, a week passed and we
decided to try the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band at PLU. Not
only was the first performer great, the Dirt Band
FANTASTIC, but it was the best $2.50 we had ever
spent. They were GREAT and I only wish our ASB
representitives could get an earload of what we got on
Tuesday night and then seriously say that the $4300
lost on The Guess Who was worth it. That $4300 is
coming out of our ASB funds, Loggers, and we don't
feel it was worth it, so in HELPFUL criticism we
submit that some kind of vote be taken in the future as
to who this school would like to see in concert. Maybe
next time, we'll have a concert that we can be proud of
and one that more of our UPS students will attend.
Respectfully submitted;
James Gardner Nelson
Walt Taylor
Eric Sechrist
Clif Philpott

Stephanie Coontz's comment, quoted in last
week'sTRAIL, that"Students can keep the anti-war
movement honest, keep it from selling out" is
extremely timely and pertinent, especially in the
context of her remark that "Nixon is not ending the
war as he promised, he has extended it into Laos and
Cambodia". The question that occurs to me is, if the
North Vietnamese had not already "extended" the war
to those two countries by using parts of them as bases
then what were communist troops doing in those areas
when the allied troops entered them? It is very difficult
to justify the assertion that Nixon's action extended
the war to Cambodia when the liberal press reported
40,000 North Vietnemese and Viet Cong in that
country at the time of the allied drive.
In treating us to such outragous statements
Coonty and her associates are acting as if they assume
we are a collection of niave simpletons. Those who wish
to give the he to this assumption, and who honestlywant to
take an active part in "keeping the anti-war movement
honest" can do so by reserving their support for groups
who do not include outright fabrications in their
propaganda. Until this is done and the movement's
idiot fringe withers for lack of support, it will be very
difficult for moderates, such as myself, to view the
anti-war movement's professed idealism with anything
but distrust and weary cynicism.
William G. Dennis
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the people have their chance
Certain elements in this society are trying to keep
blacks in their place bydenying them educational and
employment opportunities. Without education one
cannot get a job, without a job one cannot generate an
income, without income one cannot buy food, pay
rent, or purchase clothing. In other words by keeping
them in poverty. Whenever blacks leave their place
which white society has designated and express their
dissatisfaction with the racist practices of the white
society they are imprisoned.
Because of events which have led to the
imprisonment of sister Angela Davis, the killing of
brother George Jackson, and more recently the
massacre of the brothers Attica the B S U at U PS has
decided to become actively involved in helping to
secure freedom for black political prisoners.
In many cities the income generated by fines
levied against blacks represents a sizeable portion of
their municipal budget. When a crime is committed the
first place they come looking is in the black
community. Black people are continually harrassed by
the police department. It is common knowledge that
when blacks are arrested they receive stiffer sentences
than do whites who committ the same offense. The
constitution provides that everyone has the right to be
tried byajury of their peers but this must have been
meant only for whites for how often are blacks tried by
a black jury. As a result 85% of all people imprisoned in
the U.S. are black.
To start the B S U political involvement black
students wore white arm bands last week in honor of
black political prisoners. Also during that week a table
was set up in the SUB to take donations for Angela.
Although there were many who were not informed as
to who Angela was the BSU wishes to thank those who
made contributions.
There are some people in this academic
community who think that they can insulate
themselves from the people and problems of the black
community by making them invisible. But then those
who think that way will some day realize that whatever
happens in the black community also effects the white
community..sooner or later.
The attendance at the recent prison reform teachin was a reflection of how concerned the students at
U PS are about what is going on outside in reality.
Only a few were interested enough to attend. Yea!
while many of you were drinking beer, getting high,
laying around the dorms listening to music,and rapping
about how bad the Establishment is some important
prison officials were here—so what? Prison reform like
other forms of social change will only happen through
pressure by the people. By not being there to express
your dissent those officials have returned with an
incomplete idea of how the people at U PS feel about
prison reform. If you are the type of person who has to
get hit on the head with a white jack, shot, or arrested
falsely before you become concerned your day may
soon arrive.
Police brutility, false arrest, eic. like the drug
problem has been common in the black community for
many years but nothing was done to remedy the
situation until the problem reached the white
community. Then it was toolatefor many. If you are
humane enough to be concerned there are many ways
to help. One way is to contribute to the Angela Davis
Defense Fund. Donation can be mailed or taken to the
Ethnic Study Lab located in A-Frame E.
Jerry McLaughlin

Three Black GI's at Fort Lewis were recently
sentenced to five and two years in prison at hard labor
with Bad Conduct Discharges. They had been charged
with assault on an officer or disrespect to an officer and
inciting to riot stemming from an incident last July.
The three men along with numerous other GI's
had gone to witness the arrest of another Black GI by
the Criminal Investigation Division. Their experience
was that CID treated Blacks in a racist manner. They
asked to speak to their commanding officer, Captain
Ahern, before any fracas broke out. He refused and
CID provoked a fight by calling one of the men "boy"
and kicking another.
That night Sp/4 Rice and Pfc Terry were placed
in the stockade. The next morning Sp/4 Skillings
approached Captain Ahern concerning the night before
and he too was locked in the stockade.
The kangaroo court system of military justice
held the men in pre-trial confinement for more than
100 days before they came to trial. Although the men
had lawyers the presiding judge, a Colonel, expressed
blatant prejudices during the trials. Judge Lee denied
admittance as evidence testimony from any GI's as to
the general conditions of racial prejudices in C
company USATC, and specifically treatment received
from their commanding officer, Captain Ahern.
Skillings, Rice and Terry are still in the Fort
Lewis Stockade while Commanding General Boiling
reviews the case.
The GI Alliance, a group of active duty service
people at Fort Lewis and McChord AFB, has been
co-ordinating a defense for the C Company 3. They are
asking for help from any concerned citizens to write to
General Boiling appealing to him for reconsideration
and dismissal. Letters should be sent to Alexander R.
Bolling, Jr. Commanding General Hdgs USATCI and
Fort Lewis, Washington. 98433.
For further information contact the GI Alliance,
Box 421, Tacoma, or 582-9741.
GI Alliance

Your picture of the Stadium High School Band
which was taken at the UPS Homecoming Game was
excellent! You didn't mention that the Stadium Band
was invited to participate in the International Festival
in Vienna, Austria the summer of '72. The students are
busily engaged in fund raising projects to enable them
to represent the State of Washington along with bands
from all countries. The band members spent many day
and night hours practicing for the half-time
entertainment, but your article did not mention
this—as a matter of fact you did not mention the band
at all! You did take time to quote an article from Look,
December 1, 1970 which was a paragraph by Dave
Meggyesy taken from his book "Sex and Racisim in the

NFL." That article would have been fine by itself and
perhaps many persons agree with him—but perhaps
many more persons do not agree with his philosophy.
I feel that it was in very poor taste to put the
picture of the local high school band with the article
that you chose. I know many of those who marched in
that band and many of the parents wondered just how
the editor reonciIed the picture and the article and put
it in a large black outline.
Sincerely,
Mrs. May B lau

Secretary
Stadium High School Band
Vienna '72 Committee

Howard Parker
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The Proctor House Restaurant
Breakfast

Lunch

-

Dinner

-

2514 No. Proctor

SK 2-7055

1.

STUDENT SPECIALS
SANDWICHES
Hamburgers
Chili-Burgers
Cube Steak
French Fries

Ruebens
Monte Cristo's
French Dips
Hash Browns
Milk Shakes - Cold Drinks

Hours

.....

9:00 AM to 7:45 PM

The Dock Strike Is Over
IMPULSE CAN CONTINUE
SPECIAL SALE
100 WATT, AM-FM, High-Selectivity,
Stereo Receiver
• Circular tuning dial, AFC, and stereo indicating
light.
• Loudness contour button to enhance highs and
I ow s.
• Full jack-panel in rear,handles phono, tape, and
quad speaker hook up
• Slide controls for volume, bass, and treble.
WHILE THEY LAST

Left wing Steve Loo (8) scored one goal in the UPS soccer team's victory over previously
undefeated Western Washington Saturday.

$89000

IMPULSE

Undefeated Western State
soccer team falls to UPS

13ank
witha
0
friend.
0

Puget Sound National Bank
The hometown bank.

The UPS Soccer Team has
come off of a week-end road trip
with a sound victory and a
come-from-behind tie to even
their league record at 3-3-2. The
Loggers defeated previously
undefeated Western Washington
State College 3-2 in Bellingham
Saturday, before tying British

The most
Meaningful Semester
you'll ever spend...
could be the one on
World Campus Afloat
Sailing Feb. 1972 to Africa and the Orient
Through a transfer format, more than 5,000
students from 450 campuses have participated
for a semester in this unique program in international education.
WCA will broaden your horizons, literally and
figuratively . . . and give you a better chance to
make it--meaningfully--in this changing world.
You'll study at sea with an experienced cosmopolitan faculty, and then during port stops
you'll study the world itself. You'll discover that
no matter how foreign and far-away, you have a
1sf in cemnrori with people of other lands.
WCA isn't as expensive as you might think ;
we've dove our best to bring it within reach of
most college students. Write today for free
details,
TEACHFRS: Summer travel with credit for teachers and administrators.
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BUDIL'S
FLOWERS
"Especially for
YOU!"
6th Ave.
at Oakes

Write Today to
Chapman College,
Boo CC26. Oranee
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of
Columbia Institute
Technology 2-2 in Burnaby, B. C.
on Sunday.
Lead by freshman forward
Dave Chapman, UPS jumped off
to a 2-0 half-time lead in the
Western Washington game. A pass
from Chapman to left wing Steve
Loo opened the scoring on the
league-leading Vikings. Loo fired
his goal past the Western goalie
with fifteen minutes gone in the
first half.
Chapman scored on a
breakaway sprint halfway
through the period to put the
Loggers ahead 2-0. Chapman's
goal was his eleventh of the year,
and represented the sixth game in
a row he has scored. The only
game he has not scored in was the
first of the season, and he did not
play.
Chapman scored again in the
opening minutes of the second
half on a head ball.Halfback Jaap
Hubregtse centered the ball to
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Chapman who headed it into a
two foot space between the goal
post and the Western goalie.
Western was able to score two
goals in the final 30 minutes of
play, but the Logger defense was
superb in holding off the Western
attack. The fullbacks and
halfbacks exhibited outstanding
teamwork.
Sunday UPS took on BCIT at
their home field in Burnaby. The
Loggers, still a little tired from
their Saturday victory, gave up
two unnecessary first half goals.
Both occured in the first fifteen
minutes of play. After that the
defense jelled, and didn't allow
another BCIT goal.
The UPS offense could not
score in the first half and
part-way through the second half.
Jaap Hubregtse finally got the
Loggers moving with a penalty
kick from 15 yards out. BCIT had
been called for a hand ball, which
resulted in a direct free kick. The
BCIT team formed a wall of
players in front of the ball,
leaving only an 18 inch open area
for the goalie to see through.
Hubregtse sent the ball through
this opening and curved it away
from the leaping goalie to score.
Chapman collected his
thirteenth goal of the season
minutes later by eluding two
BCIT defenders and the goalie.
The Loggers had the
momentum, but were unable to
score again before the game
ended. UPS is now 3-3-2 on the
season, with four games
remaining, two with last place
PLU.
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UPS WRESTLING
~
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SQUAD NEXT TO L
BEGIN WORKOUT
The UPS wrestling squad will
be the next winter sport to
begin fall workouts. Coach Ray
Payne says that his squad has
been running, lifting weights,
and doing isometric conditioning
exercises on their own since
school started. However, he has
not seen them "workout" as yet.
Official workouts will sfart Nov.
1, and the season begins Nov. 20
with the UBC 16-team
invitational meet. The first home
meet will be Dec. 3, as UPS
plays ''host" to Western
Washington.
Coach Payne will be without
the services of last year's
captain, Jim Kidrick. Jim had a
10-1 record and traveled to the
NCAA championships. This
year's squad will be headed up
by captain Dan Michels, who
also posted a 10-1 mark in
'70-'71. Michels' main help will
come from sophomore Don
Dillenburg, 8-2-2, in the 118
pound class; Sophomore Chuck
Hansen, 8-4-1, at 126; Darold
Jensen, 9-4, at 150; and
community college transfers
Randy Rife, Jim Alcorn, and
Mike Schmid, who all placed in
last year's Washington State
Com mu n i t y College
championships.
Others who will fill the gaps
on the 10-man squad will be
Doug Saugen (134), freshman
from Bellarmine; sophomore
Lou Roberts (134); Doug
Silvernail (150); Bruce Elliot
(150), freshman from
Minnesota; Charles McNeal
(158) junior; Bret Cook (167)
senior; Ken Schaff (177)
freshman; Rod Schaaf (190)
or; Doug Cowan (Hvy); and
e Darling (Hvy).
The squad is relatively small,
and usually trims itself to
around a dozen, making
competitive workouts difficult.
Coach Payne explained that the
bottom three weight classes
(1 1 8-1 26-1 34) will compete
against one another in practice,
nect four
as do t h e
The
( 1 4 2 - 1 50-158-167).
"heavy" men must also workout
among their own ranks. This can

as a
difficult,
slightly
be
"smaller" wrestler may injure
the slower, bigger man. Or is it
the other way around? Either
way, the squad is very injury
conscious. With only two men
and sometimes one, per weight
class, an injury may result in -an
automatic loss.
Coach Payne predicts that
Oregon College of Education,
Pacific University, and Western
Washington should provide the
most exciting matches this year.
WWSC is at UPS Dec. 3, and
Dec. 4, UPS travels to Pacific U
for an 8-team invitational
tournament which also features
OCE, PLU, and other Northwest
competition.

Freshman soccer star Dave Chapman (10) leads the Loggers in scoring with 13 goals in 7
games.

Local talent influx creates success potential
by Wes Jordan
UPS students have played
informal games of soccer for
many years, but league
competition started only four
years ago.
Three years ago UPS moved
to the Western Washington
Soccer Association; the league
with which UPS is presently
associated. Included in this
league are the University of
Washington, Seattle University,
Seattle Pacific College, Western
Washington State College,

British Columbia Institute of
Technology and Pacific
Lutheran University.
Two years ago the team had
approximately 14 players, and
was lucky to get 11 of them out
for a game.
Last year 20 players attended
practices, and this year over 40
persons have turned out at one
time or another.
The team overall has fared
pretty well, especially
considering its size. Two years
ago the record was 3 and 5. Last
year this was slightly improved
to 3-5-2.
This season looks to be a

winning one, with the current
record 3-3-2.
This year's team is
spearheaded by some old and
many new faces. Goalie Gene
Pike is back for his second
season. The fullback line is
anchored by Jan Postma and
Jaap van Erik in the center and
Paul Lindersmith on the left.
Bruce Fukumitsu had been
playing on the right, but an
injured hamstring has left Tim
Moore and Bill Phillips playing
there. Postma is a senior, van
Erik a graduate student,
Lindersmith, Fukumitsu and
Moore freshmen and Phillips a

junior.
Halfbacks Jaap Hubregtse and
Mark Ervirie control the midfield
area. Ervine has returned after a
year's absence, as has van Erik in
the fullback line. Hubregtse is a
senior exchange student from
Holland. He, along with Postma
and van Erik, give much needed
experience to the defense.
At the forwards, juniors Steve
Loo and Wes Jordan are starting
for their third year. Having
played together for two full
seasons helps the teamwork. Loo
and Jordan are the only
three-year men still with the

team.
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For All Your Needs
The Closest
Drug Store
to the College

BOOKSTORE Halloween TreatJ
YOU HAVE TO COME INTO YOUR
COLLEGE STORE. That's all. To get the
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fine, nationatlyadvertised products that you

Dehvery
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packing, freight and handling.
Why this three bucks worth for 39c?The
manufacturer of these great toiletry products

CAMPUS PACS
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know how great they are. That's why they
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student service program.
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NAME OF THE GAME IS POINTS
number ONE, you end up with no
quarterbacks."
Ryan has provided the best
summaries of the program all
season, and now he says that "one
of these days we'll get a
quarterback who'll have two
good weeks in a row!"
It makes a good story, and

by Dave Whitford
UPS head football coach Bob
Ryan used an old football saying
before the present season started,
regarding the quarterback: "If
you have 4 good quarterbacks
and then make one of them

099
"
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Jole
Need help in literature? Ask the
experts who prepare Cliff's Notes.
Our authors are scholars who
have taught the works they write
about. They know how to explain
them to you in clear, concise
form. Increase your
understanding. Get Cliff's Notes
and get with the experts.

,

S

but some "traditional" sounding
names have popped up to fill
gaps: Horwitz, Beach (Rocky)
editors like to build fires under
these observations. However,
even with this quarterback
"problem," the Loggers are
averaging 230 yards per game in
passing along.
One Tacoma sports writer says
it's great to have a potent offense,
but it's better to put points on the
board, and THAT will be the
"goal" for the Loggers this week.
Now 2 wins and 4 losses on the
season, Coach Ryan can afford to
pull out some of the stops and
"experiment" this week against
Portland State. UPS has compiled
some great statistics, and has
good young talent, leaving no real
reason why this still could not be
a good season.
Some names to watch this
week against Portland State,
should be the lesser heroes of the
grid-game. With so many passes
thrown, it's easy to miss the
linementhey make it all
possible. Graduation, injury, and
lack of interest, left this year's
squad shorthanded on linemen,

'

Howell's
Sporting
Goods,
Inc.

e
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Nearly 200 titles — always available
wherever books are sold.
each
Only

The finest in athletic equipment

-
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FU 3-2653
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STUDENT PRICES

SIX

Minerich, Dickerson, Green,
Leavitt, Bingham, Schaaf, Van
Volkinburg, and—Wasielewski.
Slightly lighter than average,
these "young" linemen make the
game a little less predictable, and
a little more exciting!
This week UPS will go against
Portland State University, and,
for the fifth year in a row, PSU
has a Standamire in the line-up
—Charley.
Local sportswriters say the
"Charley" is a half-back who can
"blow 'em over." That little fact
is combined with Portland State's
reputation as a passing team.
Little All-American QB Tim Von
Dollum has graduated, and his
replacement, Jon Carey is as good
a passer, if not slightly better.
Bob Michels is PSU's favorite
receiver, ranking among the
nation's leading pass catchers this
year.
Portland State appears, on
paper, to be rather awesome, and,
to be quite fair, so does
UPS—Again this Saturday, it will
all come down to the same old
test—who puts the most points on
the board.
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Fa rley's
Flowers
"Flowers for every
occasion"
1620 - 6th Ave.
MA 7-7.61
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Winterim

I

broadens

S

s

educational
opportunity
by Thomas Sinclair
Winterim Committee Chairman

I
World of Water' class offered
Conrad, a student of Scott,
kicked a 46-yard field goal
in last week's loss to Lewis
and Clark.

Sail racing
under way
Martha Coe, Commodore of
the UPS sailing club, reports that
both the beginning sailing
program and the club's racing
program are already under way.
The beginning program,
designed to provide students with
the all-important "skipper's
license," consists of class-room
sessions and actual practice in the
boats on American Lake. The
classes teach the students enough
about sailing to take the boats out
on their own.
Coe reports that ten out of the
forty-eight members of the club
participate in the racing program.
Last weekend, the UPS sailors
finished sixth at the University of
Washington Regatta. They will
race again Nov. 12 at the Western
Washington Regatta in
Bellingham.
The goal of the racing program
is to eventually provide the

By Norm Anderson
The wild, wet, wavy,
wishy-washy; wiggly-woggly;
wierdly wonderful WORLD OF
WATER.
An investigation of the
interaction between scientific
knowledge and public and
private decision making.
The course is an attempt to
learn some of the scientific facts
about water; how it occurs in
nature; how it is used by man;
and the manner in which public
policy decisions are made,
especially those determining the
ultimate distribution and
availability of water resources at
federal, state, and local levels.
Water is ubiquitous in
wintertime Western Washington.
There are nearly unlimited
opportunities to directly observe
scientists, public and private
administrators, and politicians
dealing with water problems.
Activities scheduled for the

course are varied. Because of the
Winterim's open schedule, it will
be possible to make many field
trips not available during the
regular school year. Among
those planned are to the
Olympia Brewery (It's the
water); Several installations of
the 'l'acoma Public Utilities
Department, such as the Mossy
Rock Dam and Fish Hatchery.
Other scientific, industrial and
governmental operations which
will be studied are the local
offices of the U.S. Geological
Survey, Water Resources
Division; Washington State
Department of Ecology; The
Columbia River Basin
Commission; Port of Tacoma,
plus several industrial firms
which use significant quantities
of water. When the State
Legislature is in session, students
will have an opportunity to
attend committee hearings
dealing with water.
The course will be taught
jointly by Public Administration

Professor William Baarsma and
Geology Professor Norman
Anderson. It is designed for a
wide spectrum of student
interests, ideally the course
should include at least one
student from each major field
offered at the University. One of
the objectives of the course is to
develop an awareness of the role
water plays in all aspects of
human existence - biological,
economic, social, cultural and
spiritual.
The basic course format will
be as a seminar, with each
student assuming responsibility
for some aspect of the "water
problem" which appeals to him.
There will also be some formal
presentation by the instructors
and invited speakers who have
been chosen not only for their
expertise in some aspect of
water, but also for their ability
to communicate this knowledge
to laymen. The first meeting of
the class is tentatively scheduled
for the UPS Pool.

One of the objectives of the
Winterim session is to enable
students to broaden the base of
their educational opportunities
by participating in studies away
from the UPS campus. Many
courses include trips to places
close by and occasionally at
some distance from Tacoma.
Further chances to study off
campus are provided by an
exchange program in which
many of the 4-1-4 colleges and
universities cooperate. In most
cases, exchange programs are on
a one-for-one basis, with each
institution sending an equal
number of students to the other.
When this occurs, the student
pays the regular tuition to the
home institution and nothing in
the way of tuition to the
institution at which he is a guest.
Board and room are paid to the
guest institution if food and
housing are provided, but the
home institution refunds to the
student an amount for board
and room.
Students from a limited
of colleges and
number
written
iniversities have
inquiring if exchanges can be
arranged. Such information has
come from students at Florida
Presbyterian in St. Petersburg; St
Lawrence Universtiy in Canton,
N.Y.; Aibright College in
Reading, Pa.; and Redlands
University in Redlands. Any
student interested in attempting
to work out an exchange with
these of other institutions
should see T.E. Sinclair in
McIntyre 116.

University with a varsity racing
team. The club is already a
member of the Washington
Intercollegiate Racing
Association.
The club presently has two
boats, and is buying a third. The
boats are Sealarks, 14-foot racing
boats with two sails.
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AUTHENTIC ENGLISH

TISE&CfIjps,
bring this ad for.

FRJ

Order of Fish & Chips

with first order you buy.

I

Classified Ad
Salesman-distributor for large selection 8-track stereo tapes,
all kinds, up-to-date. 1/3 cost of factory tapes. Send name, address,
and phone Box 9113 Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87119.
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ASUPS 1971=72 BUDGET
Budget

Other
Income

Spent

Budget

Budget
Increase/

1970-1971

1970-1971

1970-1971

1971-1972

Decrease

850.00

-639.16

The NSA Conference is held annually in which UPS is one of over 400
Universities representing 1.5 million students attends. Seminars are held concerning
student government work and national leaders are present.
The travel expenses for ASB business include all travel of any person going
downtown, PLU, etc., to attend conferences, pick up materials from stores, or any
other expenses incurred over the entire year. Conference dues are also incurred.

+790 63

This year we had 257 women participating in WRA activities. Next year
with better publication and a new volleyball team we expect to have a greater
number of participants.
WRA's initial request represented a true estimate of the funds they Would
need to improve and maintain their programs. Investigation into the possibility of
partial funding lead to a revised request from ASB, since the Athletic Dept. will be
asked to help support women's P.E. to pay the salary for the basketball coach.

Conventions and Travel

1489.16

165.12

1550. 72

Women's Recreational Association

1509.37

4.33

1400

265.35
785.48

none
935.00

none
1446.48

250.00
635.00

-15.35
-150.48

Drama

2500.00

none

2491.18

closed

-2500.00

Forensics

3131.84

124.85

2941.59

closed

-3131.84

Music

60541

none

600.00

closed

-605.41

Pep Band
Adult Students Association
American Civil Liberties Union
Auditing
çps
Christmas 'Round Campus
Copy Machine
Ditto Machine

207.90
75.00
75.00
60.00
100.00
75.00
850.00
250.00

900.00
none
65.01
none
none
none
818.32
572.23

1108.07
23.50
20.55
50.00
none
52.21
1098.61
540.62

300.00
closed
75.00
60.00
100.00
10.00
825.00
275.00

+92.10
-75.00
same
same
same
-65.00
-25.00
+25.00

Homecoming

750.00

none

478.13

50.00

-700.00

Inter-Fraternity Council

200.00

none

498.95

600.00

+400.00

International Club

150.00

150.00

327.55

450.00

+300.00

Mortar Board
Office Supplies
Public Relations
Spring Weekend
Spurs
Tattler

00.00
900.00
200.00
none
100.00
250.00

357.48
441.20
26.45
10.00
24.68
none

380.31
2019.17
360.74
10.00
125.18
229.76

25.00
1000.00
400.00
10.00
100.00
275.00

+25.00
+100.00
+200.00
+10.00
same
+25.00

Volunteer Services
ASUPS Elections

150.00
150.00

none
none

142.53
123.29

150.00
200.00

same
+50.00

Student Used Book Association
Crises Clinic (Food Program)

none
none

1910.40
125.00

1831.26
91.00

00.00
closed

same
same

HuiO-Hawaii

none

280.00

246.20

400.00

+400.00

3076.39

954.70

4273.12

3640.00

+563.61

Silver Seals
Associated Women Students

KUPS Radio

Finance Committee explanation

.

Drama has found sufficient funds through other University budgets. The
Drama account has been closed as of August 31, 1971.
Forensics has found sufficient funds through other University budgets.
They have tendered a request for partial funding for a debate with a visiting British
Forensics team. When they come to Finance Committee with a more concrete
proposal, Central Board may be asked to help With funds from Reserves. The
Forensics Account has been closed as of August 31, 1971.
This account has also been closed since August
retribution is found in the A&L Cultural Entertainment budget.

31,

1971.

Partial

will cover any
The $50.00 allotment
costs
not associated with
entertainment as preliminary plans show. Homecoming expenses are almost
exclusively entertainment and related costs.
Homecoming Committee Will propose a budget to Finance Committee by
October 1.
By mutual agreement IFC will ask for funds for their guest speaker and
$100.00 of Logger Day (for a band) from Artist and Lecture. IFC is not bound by
any set figures this way, and Finance Committee is able to consolidate A&L Funds.
Finance Committee has requested of IFC to increase their request for
movies to $1 00.00, for Tuesday evening films.
International Club has had excellent results with their programs this year.
The Housing Committee has recognized this by making available the International
House. The programs outlined for next year justify the increased allotment.

The traditional Fall and Spring Luaus sponsored by UPS Hawaiian
students for the entire student body have been well received. They Wish to corstine
their programs next year.
The $110.00 for the Summer Program pertains to the summer of 1972 and
will be funded at that time, if Hui-O-Hawaii still wishes to have a program during the
summer, and if the Finance Committee finds it feasible.
In this past year, KUPS has Outgrown everything on Which it was built. In
fact, in the past 16 months, every single piece of equipment has been replaced, and in
every case the new equipment met professional standards. Starting With
approximately $1000.00 Worth of equipment and a $2500.00 budget in the fall of
1970, KUPS is now worth over $15,000.00.
Through better relations with record distributors, they have more than
tripled their record library in the past 12 months.

TRAIL

13,260.00

8849.44

22.381.92

11,675.00

-

1585.00

The TRAIL request for 1971-72 is $1,585.00 less than their allocation in
1970-71 and $1,725.00 less than their request of last year.
As the TRAIL now has all of the major equipment they can need for
several years, and this is the last year of payment on the IBM MT/SC Systems, the
budget will be reduced again next year barring unforeseen expenses.

Tanianawas 1970

7391.47

877.40

7862.56

7391.47

-7391.47

Tamanawas 1971
Class of 1971
Class of 1972

11,500.00
6.30
200.05

1579.52

13,185.33

11,800.00

none

44.36

155.69

+300.00
-6.30
-44.36

11.08
10.00
none
566.81

none
none
none
268.72

none
166.02
none
832.12

11.08
7.48
10.00
1750.00

same
-2.52
+10.00
+1183.19

1031.33

87.18

1336.05

662.20

-369.13

1455.23
518.59

45.16
800.00

1316.56
1257.35

1450.00
840.00

-5.23
+321.4 1

Pubflcations and Printing

3356.47

67.03

3150.44

3700.00

+34 3.5 3

TheLogger Ledger has been changed to become more informative for
students. The size has been changed so that it may be more practical for storage and
use.
The Social Calendar is being printed at a cost of $80.00 per issue, Which is
a 50 per cent reduction in costs.

Salaries

7390.00

none

7390.61

10,640.00

+3250.00

After consulting edicts and bulletins from the Office of Emergency
Preparedness we have concluded that the Student Body Officers Salaries are not
effected by Iresident Nixon's Wage and Price Freeze announced on August 14, 1971.
The Four Executive Officers and the General Manager assumed their
elected or appointed positions on March 16, 1971. Their "contract period" started
with that date.
On May 18, 1971, Central Board after much discussion approved the
salary schedule for the ASUPS Executive Officers, the General Manager and Mrs.
Ra msdell.
With the "contract period" starting on March 16 for the Four Executive
Officers and the General Manager and with Central Board approving on May 18 the
salary increases, the five officers were working for at least three months at these
salary levels before President Nixon imposed the freeze on August 14, 1971.

Freshman Orientation
.\Ien's TM
Central Board
Sailing Club
Cellar X Improvements
Unappropriated
Reserves for contingencies
TOTAL GENERAL ACCOUNTS

none
none
none
none
none
46.05
6472.65
71,121.93

none
45.84
927.46
44.38
659.39
none
1795.25

none
45.84
927.46
44.38
659.39
none
3424.52

300.00
none
none
none
none
none
11,536.28
67,517.73

+300.00
none
none
none
none
-46.05
+5063.63
-3604.20

TOTAL GENERAL ACCOUNTS

71,121.93

67,517.73

-3604.20

Class of 1973
Class of 1974
Class of 1975
Black Students Union

Rally
University Faith Forum
Model United Nations

.

The BSU is anticipating 100 Black Students on campus in 1971 72. Their
past involvement and continued success with programs for the entire University
justify the increased request.
The BSUinvolvement in the "Chance to Back a Brother" campaign has
been overwhelming, with BSU students doing much of the foot-work that was
necessary to raise the $15,000.00 received.
The allocation of $673.80 for uniforms and an additional $79.50 for rain
gear is contingent upon the return of the entire uniforms at the end of the year.
Finance Committee feels this is a necessary requirement for the allocation of these
funds.

The M.U.N. program has grown rapidly at UPS the last two years. This
year eight of the most active members were able to attend the convention in Los
Angeles. Due to the meeting being scheduled for Seattle this next year, the
transportation costs will be greatly reduced and will be paid for by the participants.

This is a new account whose purpose is to inform incoming Freshmen
about UPS and let them become acquainted With faculty and administrators before
the start of classes in the fall.

Campus Flicks

3106.09

3181.68

6000.00

+2893.91

The Campus Films program of A&L has been highly successful the past
two years due to the leadership and time spent by the co-chairmen. The program has
expanded beyond the showing of the films once per night.
The additional money will go toward an increased fee to show the films
twice an evening, as well as the acquisition of more recent and consequently more
expensive films.

Academic Lectures

3405.03

3281.12

6500.00

+3094.97

The increase in allotment is specified for more of the top quality speakers
brought last year. It is hoped that six or seven of these people can be brought as a
part of the program in 1971.72. The possibility of co-sponsors for these events from
Faculty program budgets has been looked into and may help stretch ASB funds
further.

Friday-At-Four

2436.92

2097.20

3000.00

+563.08

Cultural Entertainment

3400.11

3090.00

3500.00

+99.89

Activity Publication

1549.05

610.90

500.00

-1049.05

From the budget for Tuesday Boogies, $35.00 per Boogie will be alloted
for setting up and tearing down of the Great Hall. A chairman will be selected and
payed $5.00 per Boogie. He will be given $30.00 to hire enough help (approx. 10
people) to continue the Tuesday Boogies.
As a part of the consolidation of the Music Accounts, it is proposed that
$1600.00 be allocated to bring a guest performer to the UPS-Tacoma Symphony.
The person in charge of this account is personnaly responsible for all
campus advertising of A&L events for the year. This includes every Campus Film,
guest lecturer, and band brought to UPS. Finance Committee felt that a salary of
$75.00 per semester was more than justified.
The remaining funds will all go toward supplies and printing Costs.

Public Affairs Forum

2925.83

2450.00

600.00

-2325.83
The past records of this account h?ve been quite poor. It is felt that similar
programs can be obtained and funded through other Artist and Lecture Accounts
such as Academic Lectures.

Popular Entertainment
Artist and Lectures Reserve
Unappropriated
I OTAr. .lITlST AND LECTURES ACCOUNT'S

TOTAL ALL ACCOUNTS

10,759.28
2520.98
125.50
30.228.79
101350.72

3830.50

14,795.14
2912.03

20,400.00
2726.22
13.22022
11 0.71 3.95

+9640.72
+205.24
-125.50
±12.99713
+939323

Finance Committee is very happy to propose this increased budget for
1971-72. UPS has been extremely hampered In the past by a low budget for Popular
Entertainment. Prices for nationally-k nown groups now run from $1 0-$20,00000. It
is hoped that this budget will be used to furnIsh two to four major concerts in the
next year, as well as Other, smaller, d'oce b?srl'..

A.

Ethnic Studies
opens house
(UPSNB) The University of
Puget Sound invites the
community to attend an open
house for the new Ethnic Studies
Center at UPS on Wednesday,
Nov. 10, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The center, which contains
over $10,000 worth of films,
filmstrips, tape recordings,
records and paperback books
devoted to the various minority
cultures in this country, is housed
on the campus in A-Frame E, a
former student housing facility.
According to Dr. J. Maxson
Reeves, dean of the university,
the Ethnic Studies Center is "a
significant attempt to increase
the emphasis on ethnic studies at
UPS, and to focus in-depth on the
heritage and current critical
problems faced by America's
minority groups."
Robert Ford, director of Black
Studies at UPS, has been named
faculty coordinator for the
project, which is directed by two
live-in students on a full-time
basis. Ford emphasized that the
materials in the center will be
available to individuals and
organizations in the community,
as well as to university personnel.
During the open house, films
and filmstrips will be shown
throughout the day, while tape
recordings of major addresses by
current minority leaders will also
be played.
Local state, college and high
school officials are expected to be
in attendance at the event.

E

JAMES GARNER
LOU GOSSET

"SKIN GAME"
also JOHN WAYNE

"CHISUM"

This Friday at Four Tim Noah will
present top music from the
northwest. His music is warm and
similar to John Sebastian and at
times also foot-stomping. He has
just spent one year in California
and played at the Drinkin Gourd
and Refectory. This will be his first
public performance since his return.
Last year when he played here he
was given an outstanding welcome
by the UPS students. Chris Lunn,
who teaches folk and blues at TCC,
will also perform.

Richard Benjamin

"THE MARRIAGE
OF A YOUNG
STOCKBROKER"
also Peter Kastner

"B.S. I
LOVE YOU"
- 3RDBIGMONTH 1

HURRY'
[!EiIn Everyone's
Life
There's A

"SUMMER OF
'42"

"DOWN AT
THE HEELS?"
SEE

From the National
Best Seller

BUFF'S
Barber Shop
and

MIKE NICHOLS
JACK NICHOLSON

Shoe Shine Service

Proctor
SHOE REPAIR

CANDICE BERGEN
ARThUR GARFUNKEL

4 barbers
Complete Service

"CARNAL
KNOWLEDGE"

SK 9-8586

3817 1/2 North 26th

'EN

3102 - 6th Ave.
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MetropoIis' movies
to double feature here

7.

-Wi

byAlianPoobus

4

greaesr uerman rum airectors or trie 1JdU , s, anct produced
by Erich Pommer. METROPOLIS is a utopian fantasy about
the industrial society of the future.
There are very heavy ideological implications
(Christian and Marxist) in the film. Metropolis is ruled by a
master class of capitalists, the political order is an
authoritarian dictatorship; the dictator, who is also a
wealthy capitalist, rules through an elaborate bureaucracy.
The industrial workers of Metropolis are a
quasi-slave class who live in drab underground cities where
they tend machines. It is in the scenes of the workers that
Lang's expressionism renders its best effect. The workers in
rectangular or rhomboidal divisions, heads bowed,
completely lacking individual existence march past uniform
cubes of houses.
This symmetrical arrangement was later repeated in
"Triumph of the Will" seen on campus last year.
The workers, turning away from religious
reconciliation with their employers, are misled by a
humanoid robot, and an attempted revolution fails.
Erich Pommer offered a concise explanation of the
film's plot. "The idea for METROPOLIS arose in the
following manner. Lang and I made our first trip to New
York. We remarked that under different labels, most human
beings are really slaves. I said that Hollywood would never
make a film about it, because they live inside it. So we said,
let us make a film about it. Lang said let us call it
'Metropolis.' The uprising of the workers was patterned after
the communist attempt to take over Bavaria. Then Thea von
Horbou began to write the script. The film says that
capitalists and workers, the rich and the poor, must join
together and cooperate. That is the meaning of the last
scene."

a — a — a is co in in g
The SEATTLE SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA, conducted by
Boston Pops conductor Arthur
Fiedler, will present a pops
concert on November 5 in the
Seattle Center Arena.
ROBERT MUSSER, faculty
of music, will perform on oboe,
saxophone, and clarinet in recital
tonight in Jacobsen Recital Hall
at 8: 15 p.m.
The TACOMA ART
MUSEUM is closed this weekend
for the hanging of an exhibit of
Morris Graves. A Nov. 9 lecture
by Robert 0. Lee, leader of the
American Quintana Roo
expeditions into Yucatan, has
been scheduled at the Museum.
Reservations may be made by
telephone.

POPCORN 104

Entertainment
The TACOMA OPERA
SOCIETY is underwriting a
program to provide Seattle Opera
tickets at half-price for students.
Student tickets are available for
Nov. 13 and 19 productions of
"The Masked Ball." Other operas

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1971

will
include "The
Flying
Dutchman," "Black Widow," and
"Lucia di Lammermoor." More
information may be obtained by
calling Mrs. Donald Beardsley Jr.
at SK2-0008.

1

l ot

PEPSI

DELANIE, BONNIE &
FRIENDS, War, and Adam Wind
will appear in Concert Halloween
night from 7 to 11 p.m. in the
Fieldhouse. Tickets are available
at the Bon Marche for this Rainier
Beer sponsored event.

The DENVER SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA, conducted by
Brian Priestman, will appear at
PLUs Olson Auditorium
Tuesday. Advance tickets are
available in the PLU University
Center.
4 61.

CLASS OF 74
WANT TO FLY 0

?

DETERMINE YOUR ELIGIBILITY NOW!!
The first step in qualifying is to achieve a
passing grade on the Air Force Officer
Qualifying Test (AFOQT). The AFOQT will
be administered on the following dates:
9 Oct 71 8:30 am McIntyre Hall, Room 006
30 Oct 71 8:30 am McIntyre Hall, Room 006
6Nov71 8:30am Mcintyre Hall, Room 006
13Nov71 8:30 am McIntyre Hall, Room 006

104

TOTAL

•
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For further information contact:
Professor of Aerospace Studies
University of Puget Sound
Tacoma, Washington 98416
Phone: SK9-1641

ELEVEN'

Students
initiate
prison
pressure
"The basic purpose of all
correctional systems should be to
provide help and rehabilitation
rather than custody and
punishment as at present," stated
a spokesman for the National
Prison Inmates Coalition. The
coalition believes that the
American punitive system in no
way fulfills the purpose for which
it was established.
As an outgrowth of the
October 20th Prison Reform
Teach-In, a group of UPS
students in conjunction with the
Urban Studies department has
established a prison action
program. The basicgoal of the
program is to educate the
populace concerning the
inadequacies of the penal system,
and to take action to eliminate
these injustices.
The group hopes to reach the
entire community with a
speakers' bureau, publications,
and a monthly newsletter all
designed to make the public more
aware of the functionings of the
correctional institutions.
Through public awareness, the
program hopes pressure will be
provided to insure solutions to
the present problems of
incarceration. One such pressure
tactic, which the group has
already initiated, is the
circulation of petitions to abolish
the censorship now in effect at
McNeill Island; the petitions to be
sent to Congressman Floyd
Hicks, who will hopefully see fit
to take congressional action on
the problem.
The prison action program, as
yet un-named, will hold its
meetings on Mondays, at 3:00 in
Jones 304. The group is planning
a tour of McNeil! Island to see
first-hand the needs of the
prisoners. By helping to establish
among college students,
community people, and the
prison inmates, the students
forsee an active pressure group to
help resolve some prison
problems.

Journey Through Outer and Inner Space' in Kilworth
The RETINA CIRCUS,
famed West Coast light group
using a formidable battery of
light sources, projections on a
cinema scope screen and
surrounding the audience with
360-degree quadraphonic sound
will perform at Kilworth Chapel
on Tues. Nov. 2 at 7 and 9 p.m.
Local sponsor is Artist and
Lectures, which announces that
5 ludents will he admitted free
with ASB card. Price without
ASB card is $1 .00. Tickets are
available in the ASB office; 9
n.m. - 3p.m.
Called an "out of sight
sensation" by press critics, the
RETINA CIRCUS show has
jeen described as a "surrealistic
lag of tricks, utilizing 22
eyond-belief projectors, four
hs
heads and an audience
Ituned to turning on."
Popular with top rock groups,
ic CIRCUS is aRe well known
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and accepted by such
establishment forces as
symphony orchestras and
leading art museums. Their
success with the Seattle
Symphony made national news

recently. Bob Carr, leader and
founder, states that "staid art
patrons, collegiate trippers and
even family television audiences
find an all round compelling
aesthetic and emotional

experience in an evening with
us.' ,
"A JOURNEY THROUGH
OUTER AND INNER SPACE"
is the title of the show to be
seen here. Don't miss it!

"NIGHT OF THE
LIVING DEAD"
The most frightening
horror picture ever
made!
We're not kidding.
See it!
FRI-SAT 8:30
SUN 7:30
IL

District attorney discusses voter problems

re"J.
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HAIRCUT $2.00
Kids $1.50 - Sat. $2.00

Pierce County Prosecuting
Attorney Ron Hendry discussed
voter education problems with
UPS students here early this
week. Hendry told students that
the extension of the voting
franchise to I H - year - olds is
"creating all kinds of opportunity
for young people to work some of
the changes hat are so
desperai clv needed -

He said that new voting
privileges and new state statutes
broadening the scope of 18year-old legal responsibilities are
"two dramatic steps . . . toward
participation in the democratic
process."
Hendry, working with Tacoma
attorney Dick Dolak and Jerry
Buzzard, an Olympia lawyer,
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has been active in promoting
voter registration in the Tacoma
area, particularly among
students.
"Individuals and their ideas do
count," he said at the Tuesday
evening meeting. "The candidates
will go where the voters are.
Students are in a position to make
their desires known."

Razor Cut - $3.25

at the

Highland Hill
Barber Shop
15 - 6th Ave.
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International Club sponsors
Vietnamese foster child
three other brothers and four
sisters.
Constance Griliopulos, of the
International Foster Parents Plan
(PLAN), the organization
responsible for the foster child
program, said, "Hope for the
future has been sparked... but
the . . . pressures of poverty are
relentless." She commended the
UPS club for their continued
support of the foster child
program.

The UPS International Club
is, for the second year,
sponsoring a foreign foster child.
The foster child is a six year-old
Vietnamese girl named Nguyen
Thi Sang. Sang lives in the slums
on the outskirts of battered
Saigon, where she was born. Her
father, born in North Vietnam,
is a carpenter who has been out
of work for about three years.
He is almost blind and has
serious stomach trouble. Her
mother sells candies at home,
making about $.85 a day. Her
sixteen year-old brother Tho,
has just been drafted. San has

Sang is the second foster
child the International Club has
taken under its protection. Last
year, the club sponsored an
Ecuadorian fifteen year-old boy
named Wilson Campuzano.
The International Club held a
car wash just recently to help
finance the foster child program.
Club President Bob Kok said
that this and other International
Club projects were useful in
facilitating a ''better
understanding of cultures." Kok,
a senior business major from
Holland, said, "The broad
purpose of the club is to create
an understanding about the
several nationalities we have on
campus. We can learn of each
other's cultures. The club is a
unique opportunity with so
many countries involved.'.' Kok
said that there were about eighty
foreign students on campus from
twenty-six countries.
Henri Putman Cramer, also a
Dutch senior business major,
stated that the club provides "a
good opportunity to meet other
cultures." Cramer, the club
treasurer, said the organizations
is ''geweldig" (Dutch for
marvelous).

City Council requests
University master plan
The Tacoma City Council
recently held that University
campus development plans must
be submitted to the Council
before UPS can extend its
boundaries. Members of the City
Planning Commission voted
unanimously to postpone a UPS
request for property special use
permits until the University
drafts a campus master plan, said
University Vice President
Richard Dale Smith.
"The Commission," he said,
"decided to postpone action
pending the receipt of a master
plan." Smith said that the plan
would "probably not be ready"
in time to meet the Planning
Commission's request date in
mid-November.
Don Jaenicke, Chairman of
the Trustees Buildings and
Grounds Committee, said, "We
are not sympathetic of rushing into
some plan pronouncement
- We're not going to rush into
premature decisions." Jaenicke, whose committee is
charged with defining the
objectives of the campus master
plan, said the plan would be "a
rough beginning outline, a very
flexible plan for twenty to thirty
years ahead."
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Robert Durham, a Seattle
architect, has been contacted to
draft the master plan. Durham
designed the Evergreen State
College master plan and has
worked on the plans for the
University of Washington and
Washington State University.
Vice President Smith pointed
out that existing zoning laws
make it impossible for UPS to
expand its campus boundaries
without a subsequent legal tangle
in obtaining special use permits.
Permits are necessary before the
property between Lawrence and
Alder streets can be used for
offices or classrooms. Much of
that property, under an R-3
classification which denotes
resident qualifications, is already
owned by the University.
Said Smith, "We are operating
under a grandfather clause. There
was no zoning until 1953. The
situations that were present at
that time still exist." He said that
land bought by the University
since 1953 is consequently under
resident classification status.
Smith said that it is a "likely
conclusion" that regardless of
what the master plan says, UPS
will eventaully extend its
boundaries to Alder Street and to
13th Street.

!
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Wilson Campuzano
Sophomore business major
Ian D. Campbell, American with
English nationality and Dutch
residence, said, ''The
International Club acts as a
catalyst type organization,
bringing together the various
nationalities on the University
campus and mixing them
well. . . Most of us came to the
United States to learn about the
American way of life, its
business and entertainment, its
art and education, its good and
bad points."
American
students
are
to
join
the
encouraged
International Club. Victoria
Rugg, a sophomore art history
major, said she joined the club
because she was "interested in
other countries. Different
cultures," she said, "have totally
different aspects to offer."
Rugg, a well-traveled, former
American Field Service
volunteer, serves as social
chairman of the club.
President Kok said that every
UPS student is welcome to
become an International Club
member. He said the
International House at 3212 No.
17th is run by the Club so that
international students can "keep
in contact with each other. The
house is always open," he said.

Girls Needed
For New Pub
beer-wine-food
APPLY
2 pm Sunday
at 401
Tacoma Mall

Diamonds - Jewelry

I
I

Tacoma'. Only Certified
Master Watchmaker

i.aravelle
Accutron
Bulova
Elgin
Hamilton
Seiko

I
L

IZ'

I
I

I

Accutron Sales and Ssrvic. I

SCHAEFFER'S
JEWELERS

3812 No. 26th at Proctor
SK 9-4242

I

II

IMPULSE
Waterbeds Stereos
SPEAKERS
* Hancfrubbed, oiled walnut cabinets
* Size101/2x22x9
* Ultra-High compliance,
CTS woofer,
with long throw voice coil

L
*
*
*
*

4:J

3 inch wide dispersion tweeter
Cross-over at 2000 hz
Frequency response. 35-20000 hz
Valued at over $1 50.00 per pair

IMPULSE SPECIAL
PRICE $45.00 ea
2802 6th Ave 11-7 mon-fri
10-6 sat
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BUDGET RAMRODDED, FOSTER CHARGES
Central Board delegate Randy
Foster has charaed the Board
with "irresponsibility" in the
manner it ratified the ASUPS
budget Sept. 28. "I was disturbed and
frustrated with my fellow
members of Central Board for
letting themselves be ramrodded
into passing a budget of
$110,000 in 15 or 20 minutes,"
Foster said. "There were many
topics people should have had
questions about, but no
questions were raised."

.01

Foster was especially
disturbed by the manner in
which the budget was presented
to the Central Board. "They (the
executive officers of ASUPS)
told us that starting tonight the
meeting must be over by 7:30
and then they saved the budget
for last."

this summer. He indicated that
"both of our delegates to the
NSA convention were executive
officers, both are seniors. If they
got anything useful out of that
convention it will be gone by
May."
"Last year I served as NSA
coordinator on this campus,"
Foster continued. "The research
I have done and the contacts I
have had in regard to NSA have
shown me that we should not
participate actively in this
organization. The President
[Johnson] has stated that NSA
has helped us with voter
registration. But there are so
many organizations pushing
voter registration that NSA
remains one of many, certainly
not the leader. NSA hasn't given
this school of the students
anything to justify its continuing
support."

tentative approval, and I would
like to stress the word 'tentative'
because it is impossible to pass
the ASUPS budget in the spring,
it's unconstitutional. They said

that the contract peroid for the
executives began March 1 6,that
has nothing to do with salary
increases. Central Board
approves salaries in the fall not

spring,"
Foster indicated he thought
that most of the members of
Central Board simply let the
officers run the show.

Randy Foster
. "When it was introduced,"
Foster continued, "it was
introduced as one motion,
stating that we should adopt the
budget. I attempted to amend
that motion, saying that we
should go over it item by item.
The amendment was defeated,
with all the execs voting against
it, which would seem to imply
that the executive officers were
in a hurry to get the budget
passed and done with."
"$110,000 is not something
to be taken lightly, and twenty
minutes really is a short time to
go over an amount that large;
the procedure taken was
irresponsible."
Foster indicated that the
meeting appeared to him to have
been engineered to stifle debate.
"Most people were just stunned
by the whole thing. They were
sitting around and Wes Jordan
was reading off all the changes
from last spring to the fall and
then he made his motion."
Foster personally questioned
several areas of the budget. One
of these was the allocation for
convention and travel, $200 of
which was allocated for a
leadership conference which
Foster claims "hasn't been held
in the last two years," and $500
of which was allocated to a
National Student Association
conference during the summer.
Foster explained that
president Darrel Johnson and
first vice president Maila Putnam
attended the NSA conference
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Foster also challenged the
Activity Publication allocation
of $500, "$150 of which is paid
to a student at UPS for
advertising things like campus
flicks. What it amounts to is
making dittos and putting up
posters. In the past this has
always been done by volunteer
service. It has also been done by
delegates, senators, and even the
executive officers when their
busy schedules allowed them to
bring their scotch tape and
posters and put them up around
campus."
The area which should have
been given greater consideration,
Foster feels, was the salary
allocation. This year, all
executive officers will receive
full tuition salaries, $1800 each.
Formerly, only the president
received full tuition, Foster
explained, the other three execs
received half tuition salaries.
"Last spring, there was great
concern about raising salaries
100%. Many questioned whether
the rest of the execs were worth
$1800."
"And another thing, it really
isn't kosher to raise one's own
salary one's own term."
Foster charged that the
executive officers led Central
Board members to believe that
they had definitely approved the
raise last spring, action which he
claims would be constitutionally
impossible. "Last spring the
Central Board voted for

CIAC to opbn UPS day care center
by Don Jacobs
The Community Involvement
and Action Committee, created
on campus this semester, will
soon open a place for UPS
students to leave their children
during classes. These day care
facilities will be available five
days a week at a nominal fee.
The children left at the center
will be given the best of care with
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a qualified faculty member on
hand at all times. The Center will
provide a play area, with various
toys and other playthings, a
sleeping area, and a kitchen to
heat food brought in by the
parents. Also provided will be
medical facilities available at the
SUB.
Since the Center is in its first
stages of development there are

still many problems to overcome.
One primary dilemmma is the
need for volunteers. Parents that
leave their children at the Center
may either pay the fee or donate
time in helping out at the Center.
Any help from anybody would be
greatly appreciated. This Center
was created to serve the campus
community, but it needs help
from the community to survive.
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Phi Chi Theta, the Women's Business Fraternity, is pleased to
announce that there are eleven pledges for the Fall Semester. They are:
Becky Halkoski, Sandy Harvey, Lenny Krueger, Nancy McDaniel, Sue
Sandegren, Marcia Sigler, Christina Wang, Mrs. Arcola Wilcox,
Marylynn Wilcox, Shelly Wirkkala, and Mrs. Margaret Edwards.
"Congratulations!"
The Peace Corps and VISTA are on the UPS campus through
today in the Howarth Placement Office. The two representatives, Eric
Thomson and Cordella Miles, are seeking seniors chiefly with majors in
the sciences, math, and education, but liberal arts seniors in other areas
also are in demand.
Thomson, who worked with a Peace Corps-UNESCO school
and well construction program in Upper Volta, Africa and Miss Miles, a
former VISTA in Hawaii, point out that student interest in both
programs has increased sharply in the last year reflecting a strong social
commitment among recent graduates. In response to this the Peace
Corps and VISTA are attempting to do more specialized placements.
The two organizations have been administratively merged
since July under a new agency for all volunteer groups. The umbrella
agency is called ACTION.
You can be part of a unique people to people relief that is
being sponsored by the Chaplin's Office on Wednesday, November 3.
The nation's students will fast to achieve some small understanding of
what hunger is doing to the Pakistanis. The money students
normally spend for food in a day will be sent to refugee camps in India.
One dollar helps sustain a human being for a month providing the basic
essentials of life.
Programs in the Kilworth Chapel will be held at meal times on
that day—to bring people in closer touch with the people of Pakistan
and the significance of a fast. The feast of the Kingdom of God will be
celebrated with Jeff Smith in the Chapel at 8:00 p.m. on Wednesday.
Students can help save those people by dedicating that day to fasting.
(UPSNB) The University of Puget Sound School of Music
will present a faculty recital featuring Robert Musser, assistant
)rofessor of music, on Friday, Oct. 29 at 8:15 p.m. in Jacobsen
Recital Hall.
Musser will perform pieces on the oboe, saxophone and
clarinet from selections by Valentine, Haydn, Hindemith, Britten
and Eccles.
The public may attend this complimentary event.
There will be an organizational meeting of the UPS chapter of
the Washington Public Interest Research Group (WashPIRG) today at
4:00p.m. in the SUB lounge.
WashPIRG will function as a Nader-type consumer-ecology
oriented student action group on the UPS campus.
A representative from the University of Washington's
WashPIRG organization will meet with interested UPS students to talk
about organization procedures. Committee assignments will be made
at today's meeting. All students are invited to attend.
The final perfornamce of TOMMY will be presented Saturday
Oct. 30 at 8:30 in Kilworth Chapel. Tickets in ASB office. Jai Baba.
There has been a scheduling change in the campus films
program. "A Man for All Seasons" has been moved up to Nov 12 and
13. The movie previously scheduled for that weekend, "The Boston
Strangler," has been moved to May 19 and 20. No films have yet been
scheduled for March 3 and 4 and April 14 and 15.

Students will soon be able to borrow money from ASB funds
in an emergency. The Student Emergency Loan Fund (SELF) will loan
up to $100 to any fee-paying student who needs quick cash to pay his
rent, pay for travel home or some other unforseen expense. Lew
Dibble, director of Finalcial Aid, reports that the program will be
administered through his office. Students requesting a loan will be
required to fill out a simple application and a promissory note. Upon
approval of the loan by the finance committee of the ASUPS, the
student will receive his money in cash. Dibble points out that the entire
procedure should not take over one half hour.
Dibble says that the student sponsored program will "fill a
void" in the University financial aid program. Presently, the financial
aid department is not able to provide quick cash in small amounts to
students.
Students wishing more information on the program should
contact the Financial Aid Office.
Cram together a carload of your friends after voting Nov. 2
and head for the Auto-View Drive-In at 1202 No. Pearl St.
For $5, a carload will be admitted to a double feature to
benefit the Stadium Concert Band, regardless of the number of persons
in the vehicle. The band, which performed during Homecoming
halftime ceremonies last weekend, is raising funds to attend the
International Band Festival in Vienna in July.
Tickets may be purchased at the box office, which opens at
6:15 p.m., for the double feature which begins at 6:45 p.m. : "The
Great Escape" and "The Odd Couple."
Members of the Stadium Band-to-Vienna Committee,
including Mrs. Kurt Blau in the Admissions Office, also have tickets.
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BEHIND THE ICE CURTAIN
by Adam John, Athabascan Alaskan Indian
This is a plea to all Americans to say "let us stand up again as
people. Let us recognize that there is a possible future for us as people.
Let us recognize first of all the very destructive factors that face the
people. There is a very clear line, a very clear definition. There is no middle of
the road in this thing. It is simply one or the other. Either you are working
toward killing people or you are working toward saving people or
perpetuating people, one or the other.
I think if the people who are actually working for the perpetuation
of humanity and better things for the future should realize that the test
which is about to come up in October, the five-megaton blast in Amchitka,
will possibly be the most destructive thing in the entire world and people will
die. Make no mistake about that.
Despite assurances from the A.E.C. and the different agencies that
these underground tests are safe, they are not. It is a proven fact that the
most elaborate systems that they have in Nevada have proved to fail. They
had leaks in Nevada - not one, not two, but several of them.
But all of this, too, is simply behind an ice curtain. Very few of the
Americans have heard about these leaks.
So I, Adam John, from behind the ice curtain in Alaska, ask that
you write your senators and your congressmen. Write to the President, write
to whomever you think can do something about this. Let us all join hands for
one night.
Let us all at one time turn out our lights for an hour or two in
opposition to the blast that is about to take place in mchitka.
The governor of Alaska is against this blast. The most powerful
Native Federation in Alaska, the Alaska Federation of Natives, is against the
blast; and the people who are most concerned, the people who are living right
on the Aleutian chain, the Aleuts themselves, are totally against the blast. The
Aleut League President has made several pleas to have this stopped. It is up to
the people. It is up to you. Thank you.
w.

(A copy of the complete tape of Adam John's speech on KRAB
radio can be obtained. Call Taimi: SU3-3068.)
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The nuclear test blast set for Amchitka
Island in the Aleutians has been given the
go-ahead by President Richard Nixon.
According to Senator Mike Gravel of Alaska
the test will take place on Nov. 4, next
Thursday.
Cannikin is the code name for the largest
undergound nuclear test ever attempted by the
United States. The 5-megaton blast, 250 times
the power of the bomb dropped onHiroshima,
will be set off 6000 feet undergound.
Before announcing the test, President
Nixon asked a number of governmental
agencies to submit reports on the necessity of
the nuclear test and the possible effects. Two
agencies, the Department of Defense and the
Atomic Energy Commission support the test,
but five groups, the President's scientific
advisory commission, the State Department,
the Interior Department, the Environmental
Protection Agency, and the Council on
Environmental Quality oppose the test.
Members of Congress have asked to see
these reports, but President Nixon has refused
to reveal the conclusions of the studies to the
public. A group of 33 senators has filed a suit to
force the President to disclose the reports'
conclusions.
The Atomic Energy Commission says
Cannikin is vital to the U.S defense program,
that there will he no significant environmental
damage, that it is not likely to trigger
earthquakes, and that there is no expectation
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of radioactive leakage.
Students, faculty and staff at the
University of Alaska, calling themselves
"Alaskans Against Amchitka," have joined
together to stop the test blast. They have cited
objections to the blast in two main categories.
DEFENSE

The blast was planned as part of the
development of the Spartan missle, which some
critics claim is obsolete because of the
development of an improved missle.
The Alaskan group stated, "By going
ahead with Cannikin, the United States may, in
fact, jeopardize the progress of those talks [the
SALT talks]. It is not worth it. "The purpose
of the Stategic Arms Limitation Talks is to
limit the production of nuclear weapons as a
step in slowing down the nuclear arms race,
thereby reducing the possibility of atomic war
between the U.S. and Russia. The U.S. State
Department has asked that the test be delayed
until the completion of the talks.
ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE

Alaskans Against Amchitka are concerned
about the possibility of environmental damage;
including tidal waves, killing of sea otters and
sea lions, earthquakes and radiation leaks.
The Alaskan group contends that the
planned blast at Amchitka will register
approximately 7.0 on the Richter scale. The
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1964 earthquake registered 8.5. The AEC
arguments are largely based on the 1969
Milrow blast, which did not cause significant
quake activity.
However, the Milrow test was only one
megaton, in comparison with the five megaton
Cannikin blast. Although the test site is located
near the Aleutian Thrust Fault, an area of
extreme seismic activity, no one can accurately
predict the results of the blast.
Radioactive leakage is another main
concern of the Alaskan group. The radioactive
leakage is expected to be minimal. However,
one result will be a large highly radioactive
undergound lake when the earth cavity fills
with water. The AEC predicts this lake will
remain for years. A series of rock faults could
bring some of this water to the surface within
two or three years, admits the AEC. The blast
could also create escape passages for the
radiated water contaminated by the 1969
Milrow test.
The Alaska Department of Fish and Game
has noted the likelihood of damage to sea otters
in the area, as well as sea lions and harbor seals
if the Cannikin test goes on as scheduled. They
said that any radiation damage could affect
fishing and the whole North Pacific area.
Kathy Clark, a spokeswoman for Alaskans
Against Amchitka, said that, "even if there are
no effects from the this blast, the next one
might be larger, with considerable damage. It's
sort of a precedent you're fighting against."
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